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Financie, Inc. announces deployment on the Polygon Network

~ Adoption of the Polygon Network for the Financie Token (FNCT) ~

Financie, Inc. (Headquartered in Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Hironao Kunimitsu, hereinafter referred to

as "Financie") announces collaboration with Polygon Labs, a growth and development team for the

Polygon protocols. Based on this collaboration, the Polygon Network has been chosen for the

deployment of the "Financie Token (FNCT)".

The Polygon protocols are Ethereum scaling solutions help make available scalable, affordable,

secure and sustainable blockchain infrastructure for Web3. By utilizing Polygon for the utility delivery

portion of the Financie Token (FNCT), Financie is able to provide a more stable service mechanism by

reducing transaction processing delays and escalating transaction fees (gas fee).

Financie is the only web3 platformer in Japan that provides comprehensive support for the formation

and expansion of the general token ecosystem, including the blockchain-based token-issuing

crowdfunding platform FiNANCiE, NFT planning and issuance support, and IEO (*1) support. In the

future, by combining Financie Token (FNCT) and Community Token (*2) issued by each community on

FiNANCiE, we aim to develop the creator economy that has been closed within the FiNANCiE service

into a global ecosystem.

Financie will continue to do various initiatives to expand the creator economy on Polygon.

※1 IEO stands for "Initial Exchange Offering" and is a mechanism whereby crypto assets issued by companies, projects, etc.

are vetted by crypto asset exchanges before being sold. In addition to being able to raise funds, tokens make it easy to form

and strengthen communities.

※2 Community Token is NOT a crypto asset. It can be used only in FiNANCiE service.



■ About Financie Token (FNCT)

【Summary】

Financie Token (FNCT) is a crypto asset issued on the Ethereum blockchain. Also, we are going to

utilize the Polygon Network in response to the recent spike in Ethereum gas prices and transaction

congestion. It serves as a platform token that effectively connects Community Token issued and used

in "FiNANCiE," a token issuance-based crowdfunding service utilizing the blockchain provided by

Financie, Inc. in order to enhance the long-term value of Community Token.

More detailed examples of the utilization of Finance Token (FNCT) include providing rewards to users

of FiNANCiE and using it as an incentive for the continued growth of excellent communities on

FiNANCiE. In addition, Financie Token (FNCT) allows participating in governance throughout the

entire ecosystem of FiNANCiE platform. This contributes to the realization of "user-driven operation".

【Ecosystem】

For more details, please see the follows:

Main page：https://fnct.xyz

Whitepaper：https://fnct.xyz/whitepaper/en

【SNS】

Twitter (JP) : https://twitter.com/Fnct_Official

Twitter (EN) : https://twitter.com/Fnct_Officialen

Discord : https://discord.gg/fnct-official

LINE : https://lin.ee/8M4HSQW

■About Polygon Labs:

Polygon Labs develops Ethereum scaling solutions for Polygon protocols. Polygon Labs engages
with other ecosystem developers to help make available scalable, affordable, secure and
sustainable blockchain infrastructure for Web3. Polygon Labs has initially developed a growing suite

https://fnct.xyz/
https://fnct.xyz/whitepaper/ja
https://twitter.com/Fnct_Official
https://twitter.com/Fnct_Officialen
https://discord.gg/fnct-official
https://lin.ee/8M4HSQW
https://polygon.technology/


of protocols for developers to gain easy access to major scaling solutions, including layer 2s
(zero-knowledge rollups and optimistic rollups), sidechains, hybrid chains, app-specific chains,
enterprise chains, and data availability protocols. Scaling solutions that Polygon Labs initially
developed have seen widespread adoption with tens of thousands of decentralized apps, unique
addresses exceeding unique addresses exceeding 211 million, over 1.12 million smart contracts
created and 2.36 billion total transactions processed since inception. The existing Polygon network is
home for some of the biggest Web3 projects, such as Aave, Uniswap, and OpenSea, and well-known
enterprises, including Robinhood, Stripe and Adobe. Polygon Labs is carbon neutral with the goal of
leading Web3 in becoming carbon negative.

If you're an Ethereum Developer, you're already a Polygon developer! Leverage Polygon’s fast and
secure txns for dApps you develop, get started here.

Website | Twitter | Developer Twitter | Telegram | LinkedIn | Reddit | Discord | Instagram |

Facebook

■About Financie, Inc.

Financie, Inc. is a company developing businesses that support the formation of token-based

communities and ecosystems, including the blockchain-based token-issuing crowdfunding service

FiNANCiE, the NFT business, and the IEO support business. Currently, we have issued, sold, planned,

and operated tokens for over 200 sports teams, entertainment projects, and individuals, and are

aiming to establish the only Web3 platform in Japan that supports the formation and expansion of

token ecosystems in a single integrated manner.

FiNANCiE　https://financie.jp/
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